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How to design a successful API? 
  Design for change 

  Systems of this age tend to change quickly 
  Make it easy to use 

  Identify common use-cases 
  Consult with users 

  Integrate with existing APIs 
  Create a thorough documentation 
  Provide utility functionality 

System features 
  Integrates into Java collection classes 
  Allows standardized access methods 
  Hides underlying complexity from the user 

The Developed System 
  Uses a layered structure 

  Container access 
  Data transformation 
  Data encoding & 

decoding 
  Physical transport 

  Hides low level functionality 
  Allows customizability of 

all layers 

Evaluation 
  Measures two characteristics 

  Lines of code 
  Runtime 

Concluding the Thesis 
  Almost identical performance compared to the low level API 
  Judging the two test characteristics XVSM and the developed API 

is comparable or better than other state-of-the-art systems 

Extensible virtual shared memory – XVSM 
Follows the space based computing paradigm 

  Decouples communication of  
independent processes 

  Provides features to coordinate activities 
  Defines easy to use data structures 

Goals of the Thesis 
  Evaluate existing standards 
  Create a high level Application  

Programming Interface (API) for Java 
  Compare characteristics of  developed 

API to competitive systems 

Wall-time Lines of Code 

Workflow that shows complexity hidden by 
the API 
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Fig 5: Feature summary 

State-of-the-art in comparison 

Feature Comparison 
  The industry’s state-of-the-art systems compared to the presented  
 system 
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